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We continue the investigation of restricted specializations and Frobe-
w xnius]Lusztig kernels from 10 .
In Section 6, a new method is described to classify all Hopf subalgebras
of a certain class of pointed Hopf algebras. This can be applied to u and UÄ
and gives the result that all Hopf subalgebras of u and of U are generatedÄ
as algebras by certain subsets of the canonical algebra generators of u andÄ
U, respectively.
As an application, in Section 7 we describe all factor bialgebras of the
Ž . Ž .Frobenius kernels of O SL and O GL , the coordinate rings ofq n q n
quantum SL and quantum GL , respectively, and find their centraln n
group-like elements.
w xIn Section 8 we define analogues of the ``Quasi-R-Matrix'' from 6 for
the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels and use it to find a class of quasitriangular
structures which contains all quasitriangular structures from the classifica-
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w xtion in 4 . We show that each quasitriangular structure admits a ribbon
element.
6. HOPF SUBALGEBRAS OF
FROBENIUS]LUSZTIG KERNELS
ŽWe show that all Hopf subalgebras of U and u under some assumptionsÄ
.on the order of q are generated as algebras by certain subsets of the usual
algebra generators of these algebras. Note that the normal Hopf subalge-
w xbras have already been classified in the appendix of 1 .
ÇPROPOSITION 6.1. Let J , J be finite index sets and J [ J j J . Let H1 2 1 2
Ž .be a pointed Hopf algebra o¤er k and a resp. a be subalgebras which are1 2
Ž . Žgenerated as algebras by elements t which are g , 1 -primiti¤e in H, wherej j
Ž .. Ž .  4g g G H for j g J resp. j g J . Define V [ t ‹ j g J . Assume thej 1 2 j
following conditions:
Ž . Ž .a The map a m a m G H “ H, a m a m g ‹ a a g is a k-1 2 1 2 1 2
linear isomorphism.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..b All g, 1 -primiti¤e elements for g g G H are contained in the
Ž . Ž .¤ector subspace of H spanned by G H and V. For all j g J and g g G H
 4we ha¤e t g s a gt where a g k _ 0 .j g , j j g , j
Ž .c For all j g J we ha¤e a [ a / 1, and g s g « a / a forj g , j i j i jj
distinct i, j g J.
Ž .  4 w xd For s g 1, 2 , a is an N J -graded algebra, where the gradations 0 s
< < Žis gi¤en by t s j for j g J that is, all relations between the algebraj s
.generators are generated by homogeneous ones . This induces a gradation on
< < < < < < w xH gi¤en by a a g [ a q a g N J for homogeneous elements a g a ,1 2 1 2 0 1 1
a g a . Denote the ¤ector subspace of homogeneous elements of degree2 2
w xn g N J in H by H .0 n
Then the Hopf subalgebras H9 are exactly the algebras generated by subsets
Ž .T ; V and subgroups G ; G H such that t g T implies g g G, as alge-j j
bras. All finite-dimensional subbialgebras of H are Hopf subalgebras.
Proof. Obviously the mentioned algebras are Hopf subalgebras of H.
We show that this list contains all of them. Let H9 be a subbialgebra of H
Ž .and G s G H9 . If H9 is finite-dimensional, then the submonoid G of the
Ž .group G H is finite and a group. If H9 is a Hopf subalgebra then G is a
Ž X .group, too. Let H be the coradical filtration of H9. Now H9 is pointedn
as a subbialgebra of H, whence H X is spanned by group-like elements and0
X Ž .H by G and g, h -primitive elements where g, h g G by the Taft]1
w x w xWilson theorem 12 or 9, Theorem 5.4.1 . In particular, G contains g ifj
Ž . y1t g H9. Let g, h g G and let s g H9 be h, hg -primitive. Then h s isj
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Ž .1, g -primitive in H9 and also in H, whence
hy1s s l g y 1 q l tŽ . Ý0 j j
jgJ : g sgj
where l , l belong to k. Since H9 contains hy1s and g, it also contains0 j
the elements
g rhy1sgyr s l g y 1 q ayrl tŽ . Ý0 j j j
jgJ : g sgj
for all r g N . By assumption, the coefficients a therein are distinct and0 j
not equal to 1, whence this system of linear equations for l t can bej j
solved uniquely and t g H9 if l / 0. Let T s H9 l V. Hence H X isj j 1
spanned by G and products of elements of T and G as vector space. Let
Ä XH be the subalgebra of H9 generated by H . Assume that there is a1
X Ä Äminimal positive integer s such that H o H and let x g A _ H. Usings s
the Taft]Wilson theorem, we can assume without loss of generality
D x y x m g y h m x g A m A , 21Ž . Ž .sy1 sy1
where g, h g G. We can write x as a finite sum x s ÝM x g suchps1 p, n pp
 4 w xthat for all p, x g a a _ 0 is homogeneous of degree n g N Jp, n 1 2 p 0p
Ž . w xand g g G H . We show first that g g G for all p. For n g N J letp p 0
y [ x g , hence x s y .Ý Ýn p , n p np
p: n sn np
In this sum for y we can assume g / g whenever p / p9. Now itn p p9
follows from
D H ; H m H 22Ž .Ýn 9 n n1 2
n qn sn 91 2
w x Ž . Ž .for all n 9 g N J that D y can be obtained from D x as the image of0 n
the projection of H m H to
H m H .Ý n n1 2
n qn sn1 2
Ž .The contribution of D x y x m g y h m x to H m H isn 0
x g m g y y m g if n / 0 andÝ p , n p p np
p: n snp
g m g y g m g y h m gÝ p p p p
p: n s0p
Ä w x Ž .otherwise and belongs to H m k G by 21 . Thus g g G for all p, usingp
linear independence of distinct group-like elements. For each n s
Äw xÝ a j g N J , call a the j-coordinate of n . The elements of H arejg J j 0 j
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sums of homogeneous elements of H; if the homogeneous summand in Hn
does not vanish then t f T implies that the j-coordinate of n vanishes.j
ÄSince the group-like elements g belong to H, there must be a homoge-p
neous summand y / 0 with positive j-coordinate of n and t f T. Nown j
Ž . Ž .assume that y is not g, h -primitive. Then D y y y m g y h m y con-n n n n
tains non-zero homogeneous summands in
H m H ,Ý n n1 2
n qn sn1 2
n /0, n /01 2
Ž .where either n or n has positive j-component. Equation 22 implies1 2
that these summands cannot be killed by contributions of other homoge-
X ÄŽ .neous summands. But then 21 implies H o H in contrary to thesy1
X Äminimality of s. Hence x is the sum of an element x g H and homoge-
Ž .neous g, h -primitive summands, the sum of which being x0. Now x0 s
X Ž . Xx y x9 belongs to H , is g, h -primitive, and therefore belongs to H ,1
Ä Äcontrary to the definition of H. Hence H9 s H.
Ž .Remark 6.2. a There is an analogous proof of this proposition if H is
as vector space isomorphic to the tensor product of more than two
Ž .subalgebras and G H .
Ž . Ž .b If assumption c of the proposition is not satisfied then the above
X Žclassification contains all Hopf subalgebras H9 such that H the second1
term of the coradical filtration containing all group-like and skew-primitive
. Ž .elements is spanned by G H9 and a subset T ; V as a vector space.
Now the Hopf subalgebras of the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels can be
classified:
Ä 2 j? j ÄTHEOREM 6.3. Assume that q fits to f and q / 1 for all j g I. Let G
Ä Äy1 Äbe a group consisting of central group-like elements of u such that K K f GÄ i j
ÄŽ 4.for all i, j g I whene¤er i / j. Let u [ ur g y 1 ‹ g g G . Elements of uÄ Ä Ä
are denoted as in u. Then the Hopf subalgebras of u are exactly thoseÄ Ä
 4 Ž .generated as algebras by a subset T ; E , F ‹ j g I and a subgroup G ; G uÄj j
such that
Ä; j g I : E g T k F g T « K g G .ž /j j j
If u is finite-dimensional then all subbialgebras are Hopf subalgebras and ofÄ
this type.
Proof. We establish the assumptions of Proposition 6.1. u is spanned byÄ
Ä ÄŽ .group-likes and 1, K -primitive elements E , K F for all i g I as algebra.i i i i
w xThe statement for the skew-primitive elements follows from 10, 3.1 ;
moreover the commutation relations with group-like elements are satisfied
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Ž .which implies b . Together with the triangular decomposition, this gives
Ž . q y Ž .a , and the gradations on u and u yield d . Moreover for all j g IÄ Ä
Ä Äy1 j? j Ä Ä Äy1 yj? j ÄK E K s q E , K K F K s q K F .ž /j j j j j j j j j j
2 j? jÄ Ž .The assumption on G and q / 1 for all j g I imply assumption c .
ÄŽ .THEOREM 6.4. Let I, ? be an arbitrary Cartan datum. If the elements Ki
in U for i g I are pairwise distinct, e. g., if the root datum is Y-regular
w x7, 2.2.2 , then the Hopf subalgebras U of U are just those which are generated
 4 Ž .as algebras by a subset T ; E , F ‹ j g I and a subgroup G ; G U suchj j
that
Ä; j g I : E g T k F g T « K g G .ž /j j j
Proof. We establish the assumptions of Proposition 6.1. U is generated
Ä ÄŽ .by group-likes and 1, K -primitive elements E , K F for all i g I asi i i i
w xalgebra. The statement for the skew-primitive elements follows from 13 ;
moreover the commutation relations with group-like elements are satisfied
Ž .which implies b . Together with the triangular decomposition, this gives
Ž . q y Ž .a , and the gradations on U and U yield d . Moreover for all j g I
Ä Äy1 j? j Ä Ä Äy1 yj? j ÄK E K s ¤ E , K K F K s ¤ K F .ž /j j j j j j j j j j
Ž .Now assumption c follows because ¤ is not a root of unity.
Remark 6.5. If the determinant of the Cartan matrix is coprime to the
Ä Äy1order of q, then it is easy to show that K K is not central for i / ji j
ÄŽ w Ž .x.cf. 10, 4.3 c . Hence in this case there are no restrictions for G in
Theorem 6.3.
7. QUOTIENTS OF THE DUAL FROBENIUS]LUSZTIG
Ž . Ž .KERNELS OF QUANTUM GL n AND SL n
w xWe recall some definitions from Sections 2 and 3 of 15 , but we use
opposite comultiplication for the quantized enveloping algebra in accor-
w xdance with 6 and the other parts of this paper and opposite multiplication
on the quantized matrix algebra which just means to replace q by its
 4inverse. Let k be a field and q g k _ 0 .
Ž .DEFINITION 7.1. Fix an integer n ) 1, define a Cartan datum I, ? by
 4I [ 1, . . . , n y 1 and
2 if i s j,¡~i ? j s < <y1 if i y j s 1,¢
0 otherwise,
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Ž . n ²Ž . Ž .: nand a root datum of type I, ? by X s Y s Z and a , b s Ý a bj j js1 j j
for a , b g Z, and the imbeddings I “ X, I “ Y are given byj j
j jq1
K K
j ‹ 0, . . . , 0, 1, y1, 0, . . . , 0 .Ž .
The quantized enveloping algebra attached to this root datum will be
Ž Ž .. "1called U GL n ; the Hopf subalgebra generated by E , F , K for i g Iq i i i
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..will be called U SL n . The quantized matrix algebra A M n is gener-q q
ated by the elements a as algebra for 1 F i, j F n, subject to thei j
relations
a a s qa a , a a s qa a if i - j,i s js js i s s i s j s j s i
a a s a a , a a y a a s q y qy1 a a if i - j, s - t .Ž .i t js js i t i s jt jt i s i t js
A bialgebra structure is given by
n
D a s a m a , « a s dŽ . Ž .Ýi j i s s j i j i j
ss1
 4  4for 1 F i, j F n. Let s F n, I [ i , i , . . . , i , and J [ j , j , . . . , j where1 2 s 1 2 s
1 F i - i - ??? - i F n and 1 F j - j - ??? - j F n. Define the1 2 s 1 2 s
quantum subdeterminants
Ž .l sIdet [ yq a a ??? aŽ .ÝJ i j i j i j1 s Ž1. 2 s Ž2. s s Ž s.
Ž .sgSym s
Ž Ž . Ž . .for each permutation s g Sym s let l s denote the length of s . In
I  4particular define X [ det for I s i, i q 1, . . . , j and det [ X , thei j I q 1n
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..w y1 xquantum determinant. The localization A GL n [ A M n det andq q q
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .the quotient A SL n [ A GL n r det y 1 are Hopf algebras. Theirq q q
Ž Ž ..elements will be denoted like the elements of A M n . There is a Hopfq
² : Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..pairing , : U GL n = A GL n “ k which induces a Hopf pairingq q
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..of U SL n and A SL n and is given on the algebra generators byq q
² : ai ² : ² :K , a s d q , E , a s d d , F , a s d d ,Ža . i j i j s i j s i sq1, j s i j sq1, i s jt
23Ž .
Ž .for a g Y, s g I, 1 F i, j F n.t
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We can now define the dual Frobenius]Lusztig kernels.
DEFINITION 7.2. Let q be a root of unity of order N and let l be the
order of q2. Define
a [ A GL n r a N y 1, a l ‹ i / j ,Ž .Ä Ž . ½ 5ž /q ss i j
a9 [ A SL n r a N y 1, a l ‹ i / j ,Ž .Ä Ž . ½ 5ž /q ss i j
 4where s, i, j g 1, . . . , n . Let u and u9 be the Frobenius]Lusztig kernelsÄ Ä
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..of U GL n and U SL n . Defineq q
u [ ur K N y 1 ‹ m g Y ,Ä Ä  4ž /m
uX [ uXr K N y 1 ‹ i g I . 4Ä Ä Ž .i
w l xŽ Ž .. w l xŽ Ž .. wNote that u, u9 correspond to U GL n and U SL n from 15,Ä Ä q q
xChap. 12 , respectively.
w xThen we have by 14, Proposition 6.3 :
Ž .THEOREM 7.3. The Hopf pairing from 23 induces isomorphisms u ( a*Ä Ä
Ž .and u9 ( a9 *.Ä Ä
Assume that q is a root of unity and q4 / 1. Now we interpret the duals
of the Hopf subalgebras of u and u9 as factor Hopf algebras of a and a9.Ä Ä Ä Ä
 4THEOREM 7.4. Let T [ E , F ‹ i g I . For each subset T ; T definei i
 4W s i g I ‹ E g T k F g T ,T i i
P s a ‹ ’h g I : E f T n i F h - j k F f T n j F h - i ,Ž . Ž . 4T i j h h
G s X ‹ 1 F i F j F n , i y 1 f W n j f W . 4T i j T T
Then each bi-ideal I of a is a Hopf ideal and there is a subset T ; T and aÄ
set G9 of monomials in G such that I is generated by P and g y 1 ‹ g gT T
4G9 as a two-sided ideal.
Proof. Clearly the assumptions of Theorem 6.3 are satisfied. All sub-
bialgebras of the finite-dimensional Hopf algebra u are Hopf algebras,Ä
whence by Theorem 7.3 all bi-ideals are Hopf ideals. For each bi-ideal I
Ž .of a define T s T l arI *. For fixed T denote the two-sided ideal of aÄ Ä Ä
Žgenerated by P as I . Direct calculation shows that I is a bi-ideal andT T T
.Hopf ideal . The rest of the proof consists of several steps.
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Ž .a The canonical projection a “ arI maps the elements of G toÄ Ä T T
central group-like elements.
 4  4Proof. Fix r, s g 0, . . . , n _ W , r F s. Define M s 1, . . . , r , M sT 1 2
 4  4r q 1, . . . , s , M s s q 1, . . . , n . Consider the ``blocks'' consisting of the3
elements a , where i, j are both in M or in M or in M . All otheri j 1 2 3
algebra generators vanish in arI , whence elements of different blocksÄ T
commute in arI and the subalgebras generated by all elements of aÄ T
block are isomorphic to quotients of quantized matrix algebras, whence
X , X , and X are central group-like elements of arI .Ä1, r rq1, s sq1, n T
Ž . Ž .b All ideals mentioned above are Hopf ideals, because by part a ,
the corresponding factor algebras are quotients of the Hopf algebra arIÄ T
by central group-like elements.
Ž . Ž Ž  4..c The Hopf subalgebra ar P j g y 1 ‹ g g G9 * of u containsÄ ÄT
T and all elements K where h g W .h T
Proof. Using the duality in Theorem 7.3, it suffices to prove that for
² :any element x of these and any element y of the ideal we have x, y s 0.
Since x is skew-primitive or group-like, it suffices to prove this on the
generators of the ideal. We only discuss the most difficult computation:
² :  4x, X y 1 s 0 for r, s g 0, . . . , n _ W . We haverq1, s T
² : ² : ² :K , X y 1 s K , a ??? K , a y 1h rq1, s h rq1, rq1 h ss
s qdhq 1 , rq1yd h , s y 1 s 0.
² : ² :Moreover E , X y 1 s E , X s 0 because X consistsh rq1, s h rq1, s rq1, s
of the summand a ??? a each factor of which being in the kernelrq1, rq1 s s
² :of E , ? and summands with at least two elements which are not in theh
² : ² :diagonal and hence are in the kernels of K , ? and 1, ? . A similarh
² :proof shows F , X s 0.h rq1, s
Ž . Ž .d We have T l arI * s T , because the inclusion > has beenÄ T
Ž . Ž ² :shown in part c , and ; is trivial because E , a s 1 si i, iq1
² :.F , a .i iq1, i
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² :e We have G u ; arI *, since the maps K , ? for m g Y areÄ Ä T m
² :characters and K , a s 0 for a g P .m i j i j T
Ž .f For each g g G , the order of g q I in arI is N.ÄT T T
Ž . Ž .Proof. By e , arI * contains all group-like elements of u, and arIÄ Ä ÄT T
Ž .is dual to the subalgebra of u generated by T and G u , because this is theÄ Ä
Ž .biggest Hopf subalgebra H of u such that T l H s T by Theorem 6.3 .Ä
 4Fix r, s g 0, . . . , n _ W , where r F s. Since arI is dual to the HopfÄT T
Ž .subalgebra H of u generated by T and G u as algebra, we have toÄ Ä
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² z :compute the smallest positive integer z such that x, X y 1 s 0 orrq1, s
z z² : Ž .x, X s « x for all x g H. Since X is group-like, the linearrq1, s rq1, s
² z :form ? , X is a character on H, and it suffices to prove the assertionrq1, s
² z : Ž . ² z :for algebra generators of H. We have E , X s « E , F , Xi rq1, s i i rq1, s
Ž . Ž . Ž .s « F for all i g I by part c . For all a g Y and t g N we havei j
tt tŽa q? ? ?qa .rq 1 s² : ² : ² :K , X s K , a ??? K , a s q .Ž .Ža . rq1, s Ža . rq1, rq1 Ža . s sj j j
Hence the order is N.
Ž . Ž .g Let I be a Hopf ideal of a and let T [ T l arI *. It followsÄ Ä
Ž .from Theorem 6.3 that arI * ; u is generated by T and group-likeÄ Ä
elements as algebra. Assume
 40, . . . , n _ W s r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r s q 1 4Ž . Ž . Ž .T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where 0 s r 1 - r 2 - ??? - r s q 1 s n. Define e s 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0j
Ž . Ž .g Y 1 at the jth coordinate for 1 F j F n. Since arI * contains allÄ
y1 ŽŽ . .elements K s K K where i g W , these subgroups of G arI *Äi e e Ti iq1
correspond exactly to the subgroups of the group R generated byu
Ž . sK , K , . . . , K . By definition of u, R is isomorphic to ZrNZ .Äe e e ur Ž1.q 1 r Ž2.q 1 r Ž s.q 1
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between Hopf subalgebras of
u and factor Hopf algebras of a, it suffices to prove that there are no moreÄ Ä
Ž . Ž .than the Hopf algebras described in c . By part f , the central group-likes
X q I , where 1 F t F s in arI , have order N; they generateÄr Ž t .q1, r Ž tq1. T T
a group called R . The pairing between u and a induces a pairing betweenÄ Äa
R and R given by the bi-characteru a
² : d i jK , X q I s q .e r Ž j.q1, r Ž jq1. Tr Ž i.q 1
Since q has order N, there are no more relations between the commuting
Ž . sgenerators X q I , and R is isomorphic to ZrNZ . Thisr Ž t .q1, r Ž tq1. T a
duality gives a one-to-one correspondence between the subgroups of the
finite group R and the quotients of R . Hence we have found all factoru a
Hopf algebras of a.Ä
COROLLARY 7.5. Since a9 is a factor Hopf algebra of a, the factor HopfÄ Ä
algebras of a9 are exactly those, whose quantum determinant is 1.Ä
We determine the central group-like elements of these factor Hopf
algebras.
Ž .THEOREM 7.6. Let I be a Hopf ideal of a and T [ T l arI *. TheÄ Ä
central group-like elements of arI are exactly the elementsÄ
X b1 ??? X bs q I ,r Ž1.q1, r Ž2. r Ž s.q1, r Ž sq1.
 4  Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Ž .where 0, . . . , n _ W s r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r s q 1 , where 0 s r 1 - r 2 -T
Ž .??? - r s q 1 s n, and b , . . . , b g N.1 s
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Proof. Obviously the mentioned elements are central and group-like.
X Ž .Their number is the order of R , a quotient of R from Theorem 7.4 g .a a
X Ž .Let R be the corresponding subgroup of R from Theorem 7.4 g .u u
Central group-like elements of arI correspond to algebra homomor-Ä
Ž .phisms f : u “ k such that for all c g Hom u, k : c )f s f )c . ThisÄ Ä
ÄŽ . Ž .gives f x s 0 for x g T and f K s 1 if E g T or F g T. Thereforei i i
these homomorphisms correspond to characters of RX . Their number isu
the order of RX , because RX is finite and abelian. Finally it follows fromu u
< X < < X <R s R that there are no central group-like elements in addition to theu a
elements mentioned above.
8. QUASITRIANGULAR STRUCTURES
Let q be a root of unity. The aim of this section is to construct a
Quasi-R-matrix for the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels imitating the procedure
w xin 6, Chap. 4 . The Quasi-R-matrix gives rise to quasitriangular structures.
w xIn particular, all quasitriangular structures from the classification in 4
will be described explicitly. Let ue be the Frobenius]Lusztig kernelÄ
obtained for qy1 instead of q. Then u and ue can be identified as sets.Ä Ä
DEFINITION 8.1. There is a unique isomorphism of algebras
y: u “ ue , E ‹ E , F ‹ F , K ‹ KÄ Ä i i i i m ym
w x y y e efor all i g I, m g Y 6, 3.1.12 ; the map m : u m u “ u m u is aÄ Ä Ä Ä
well-defined linear algebra isomorphism. Then we can define in analogy to
y yw x Ž . Ž .7, 4.1.1 , D: u “ u m u , x ‹ m D x .Ä Ä Ä
8.1. The Quasi-R-Matrix of uÄ
Ä 2Ž .Assume that I, ? is of finite type, that q fits to f, and q / 1 for alli
Ž y2 .y1i g I. We take the original definition B s 1 y q . The proof of thei i
Ž .following theorem can be repeated word by word after replacing ¤ by q
w x Ž .from 6, Theorem 4.1.2 , because it only uses that ?, ? is non-degenerate
Ž w x.cf. 10, 2.16 .
Ž . y qTHEOREM 8.2. a There is a unique family of elements Q g u m uÄ Än n n
Ž w x. Ž .with n g N I such that Q s 1 m 1 and Q s Ý Q satisfies D x Q s0 0 n n
Ž . Ž .QD x for all x g u identity in u m u .Ä Ä Ä
Ä Ä ÄŽ .b Let B be a k-basis of f such that B s B l f is a basis of f for any n .n n n
Ä 4 Ž .Let b* ‹ b g B be the basis of f dual to B under ?, ? . We ha¤en n n
tr n y q y qQ s y1 q b m b* g u m u ,Ž . Ä ÄÝn n n n
bgBn
n i w xwhere q s Ł q for n s Ý n i g Z I .n i i i i
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Ž . Ž wRemark 8.3. a The element Q is called Quasi-R-matrix cf. 6, Para-
x.graph 4.1.4 .
Ž .b Since Q is unique, it is independent of the actual choice of basis.
ÄŽ .c Since f is finite-dimensional, it is not necessary to consider a
Ž wcompletion of u m u with respect to a certain topology cf. 6, ParagraphÄ Ä
x.4.1.1 .
Here are some properties of the Quasi-R-matrix. For an element P s
Ý x m y g V m V, where V is a vector space, we shall denote thet t t
elements Ý x m y m 1,Ý 1 m x m y ,Ý x m 1 m y by P12 , P 23, P13,t t t t t t t t t
w xrespectively 6, Paragraph 4.2.1 .
PROPOSITION 8.4. We ha¤e QQ s QQ s 1 m 1 in u m u.Ä Ä
w xProof. Compare 6, Corollary 4.1.3 .
w xPROPOSITION 8.5. For all n g N I we ha¤e0
13 23ÄD m id Q s Q 1 m K m 1 Q ,Ž . Ž .Ýn n 9 yn 9 n 0
n 9qn 0 sn
13 12Äid m D Q s Q 1 m K m 1 Q .Ž . Ž .Ýn n 9 n 9 n 0
n 9qn 0 sn
w xProof. This is similar to 6, Proposition 4.2.3 .
w xRemark 8.6. The lemma in 10, 2.9 contains a more detailed descrip-
w Ž .xtion. Reference 10, Eq. 7 gives
< <tr b y qc ÄQ s y1 q b m b .Ž .Ý < b < c cc
c
The Quasi-R-matrix is invariant under Hopf algebra automorphisms:
PROPOSITION 8.7. Assume that there are no weak diagram antimorphisms
Ž . Ž .of I, ? e. g., if it is irreducible . Let f : u “ u be an automorphism. ThenÄ Ä
Ž .Ž . Ž .f m f Q s Q, f m f Q s Q.
w x wProof. It follows from 10, 5.14 and the only exceptional case in 10,
x5.15 that irreducible Cartan data of finite type do not admit weak diagram
w x  4antimorphisms. By 10, 5.14 there are coefficients a g k _ 0 for i g Ii
and a weak diagram automorphism s of I such that
y1 y1 Ä Äf E s a E , f F s q q a F , f K s K .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i s Ž i. i i s Ž i. i s Ž i. i s Ž i.
Ž .Ž . y qIn particular, f m f Q g u m u . If we can prove thatÄ Ä
Df x s f m f D x 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž ..Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .for all x g u , we have D f x f m f Q s f m f Q Df x , and theÄ
uniqueness of Q in Theorem 8.2 implies the assertion for Q and Q,
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Ž .because Q is the inverse of Q. Now we prove 24 . Since the maps on both
Ž .sides are k-algebra homomorphisms, it suffices to check 24 on the
algebra generators. We have
y1ÄDf E s a E m 1 q K m E s f m f D E ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /i i s Ž i. s Ž i. s Ž i. i
Ž .and a similar computation holds for F . For each m g Y we have D K si m
Ž .K m K , whence 24 holds for x s K .m m m
Remark 8.8. The proof of Proposition 8.7 can be applied to the
situation of the Quasi-R-matrix of U, because the automorphisms of U are
Ž w x.known cf. 2, Theorem C .
8.2. Quasitriangular Structures
We recall the definition of a quasitriangular structure.
DEFINITION 8.9. Let H be a Hopf algebra. An invertible element R of
H m H is called quasitriangular structure, if
Dop x R s RD x for all x g H , D m id R s R13R23 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
id m D R s R13R12 . 25Ž . Ž .
i ? iŽ . w x u @Notation 8.10. a For n s Ý n i g Z I let n s Ý n i.i i i i 2
Ž .b In the Frobenius]Lusztig kernels there are some extra relations
Ä2 l ibetween the group-like elements, namely K s 1 for i g I, where l is thei i
2 Ž w Ž .x.order of q . These are all relations cf. 7, Theorem 8.3 ii . Let Y 9 ; Yi
Äu @be the subgroup generated by 2 l i for i g I. Define Y s YrY9.i
Ä 4THEOREM 8.11. Let G ; m g Y ‹ K central be a subgroup. Let Y , Ym 1 2
Ä u @be finite subgroups of YrG which contain the images of n g Y. In the
following m, m, m , m and r, r, r , r denote elements of Y and Y , respec-Ä Ä1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .ti¤ely. The element R s R Q where R s Ý f m, r K m K is a quasitri-0 0 m , r m r
Ž 4.angular structure of u s ur K y 1 ‹ m g G if and only if for all i g I andÄ Ä m
m, r, m, r,Ä Ä
y² r , i9: y² m , i9:f m q i , r s f m , r q , f m , r q i s f m , r qu Ž . u Ž .Ž . Ž .
26Ž .
f m , r f m , r s d f m , r ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ÄÝ 1 2 m , mÄ
r , r gY1 2 2
r qr sr1 2
f m , r f m , r s d f m , r , 27Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÄÝ 1 2 r , rÄ
m , m gY1 2 1
m qm sm1 2
f m , r s d k f m , r s d . 28Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýr , 0 m , 0
m r
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Ž . Ž . Ž .  4Condition 28 follows from 26 and 27 if there exists l g k _ 0 such that
Ž . Ž .f m, 0 s f 0, r s l for all m, r. There are conditions on the order of q: For
Ž . Ž .all m, r for which there exist m, r such that f m, r / 0, f m, r / 0 weÄ Ä Ä Ä
ha¤e
q2 l i² m , i9: s q2 l i² r , i9: s 1. 29Ž .
If this condition is satisfied then f is well-defined on the preimages of Y = Y1 2
Ä Äunder Y “ YrG.
Ž . Ž u @ . y2 l i² r , i9: Ž .Proof. It follows from 26 that f m q 2 l i , r s q f m, r .i
These are the only relations in u between the commuting group-likeÄ
elements. We check the conditions in Definition 8.9.
op opŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a D x R s RD x or D x R s R D x for all x g u. The setÄ0 0
of elements of u which satisfy this condition is a subalgebra of u contain-Ä Ä
ing all K . Hence, in order for this set to be equal to u, it is necessary andÄm
sufficient that it contains E , F for all i g I. We check the condition fori i
x s E .i
Ä Ä1 m E q E m K R s R E m 1 q K m E .Ž . Ž .i i i 0 0 i yi i
Ä 0 ÄŽ . ŽWith respect to the gradation u s t f m u m f , the elements 1 mÄ ÄŽn , g . n g
Ä Ä. Ž . Ž . ŽE R and R K m E belong to u m u and E m K R , R EÄ Äi 0 0 yi i Ž0, 0. Ž i, 0. i i 0 0 i
.  4m 1 to u m u . These vector subspaces of u m u intersect in 0 ,Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ i, 0. Ž0, 0.
ÄŽ . Ž .whence the condition is equivalent to 1 m E R s R K m E andi 0 0 yi i
ÄŽ . Ž .E m K R s R E m 1 . Nowi i 0 0 i
y² r , i9: Ä1 m E R s f m , r q K m K K m EŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi 0 mqu i @ r yi i
m , r
! Ä Äs f mq i , r K mK K mE sR K mEuŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý mqu i @ r yi i 0 yi i
m , r
Ž u @ . Ž . y² r , i9:holds if and only if f m q i , r s f m, r q for all m, r. A similar
ÄŽ . Ž . Žargument shows that E m K R s R E m 1 is equivalent to f m, r qi i 0 0 i
u @. Ž . y² m , i9:i s f m, r q for all m, r. The equations for F give the samei
conditions for f , with i replaced by yi, which are not really new.
Ž . Ž . 13 23b D m id R s R R . We have
13 23D m id R s f m , r K m K m K Q QŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý m myun @ r n n1 1 2
n , n ; m , r1 2
Ž .and summation over n , n , m , m , r , r1 2 1 2 1 2
X13 23 y² r , n : 13 232 1R R s f m , r f m , r K m K m K q Q QŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2 m m r qr n n1 2 1 2 1 2
13 23s f m , r f m q n , r K m K m K Q QŽ . uŽ . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 1 2 m m r qr n n1 2 1 2 1 2Ž .26
13 23s f m , r f m , r K m K m K Q Q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2 m m yun @ r qr n n1 2 1 1 2 1 2
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Since the group-like elements are linearly independent, we have equality if
and only if for all r, m, m9,
f m , r f m9, r s d f m , r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2 m , m9
r qr sr1 2
Ž . Ž . 13 12The other condition in 27 is equivalent to id m D R s R R .
Ž . Ž .c R is invertible. Assuming the conditions 25 for R, we have the
following equivalent conditions:
Ž .i R is invertible
Ž . Ž .ii « m id R s 1,
Ž . Ž .iii id m « R s 1.
wProof. If R is invertible, R is a quasitriangular structure, and 5,
x Ž . Ž .Theorem VIII.2.4 implies ii and iii , since the antipode of u is clearlyÄ
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž y1 . .invertible. It follows from ii or iii that S m id R or id m S R is
Ž w x. Ž .an inverse of R cf. proof of 5, Theorem VIII.2.4 . We have « m id Q s
Ž .id m « Q s 1 because the only non-zero contribution comes from Q s 10
Ž . Ž .m 1. Direct calculation shows that id m « R s « m id R s 1 is equiva-
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .lent to 28 . If there exists l g k _ 0 such that f m, 0 s f 0, r s l for
Ž .all m, r then 27 implies for m9 s 0,
f m , r l s d f m , r s d l m f m , r s d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 m , 0 m , 0 1 m , 0
r qr sr r1 2 1
Ž . Ž .Remark 8.12. Conditions 27 and 28 just mean that R is a quasitri-0
Äw 4x w x Ž .angular structure of the group algebra k K ‹ m g Y by 8 . Then 26 ism
a compatibility condition.
Note. It is always possible to choose y , y such that y s y and1 2 2 1
< <  4y f : y xy “ k _ 0 is a bicharacter.1 1 1
Another class of quasitriangular structures can be constructed from the
above.
Ž .PROPOSITION 8.13. a If a Hopf algebra H admits a quasitriangular
Ž y1 .structure R g H m H then t R is a quasitriangular structure, too, where t :
H m H “ H m H, x m y ‹ y m x denotes the usual twist.
Ž . Ž . y1b Let R s Ý f m, r K m K as in Theorem 8.11. Then R s0 m r 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý f m, yr K m K s Ý f ym, r K m K . In particular, f m, r sm r m r
Ž .f ym, yr for all m, r.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .c If f satisfies 26 ] 28 then u admits the quasitriangular structuresÄ
qtr n y1 yR Q s f m , r K m K y1 q b m b*Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý0 m r nž / ž /
m , r n
tr ny1 q yt Q t R s y1 q b m b* f m , yr K m K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ý Ý0 n r mž /ž /
n m , r
Ž . w Ž .x Ž . y1Proof. a From 5, Theorem VIII.2.4 b we get S m id R s R .
Ž .Then direct calculation proves 25 .
ÄŽ . Ž .b We show that R s Ý f m, yr K m K is an inverse of R . We0 m r 0
have
ÄR R s f m , r f m , yr K m KŽ . Ž .Ý0 0 1 1 2 2 m r
m qm sm1 2
r qr sr1 2
and
f m , r f m , yr s d f m , r s d d .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 1 2 2 r , yr 1 r , 0 m , 01 2Ž . Ž .27 28m qm sm r qr sr1 2 1 2
r qr sr1 2
Ä Ä ÄThis implies R R s 1 m 1. Since R and R commute, R is the inverse.0 0 0 0 0
A similar computation gives the second expression for the inverse. Com-
Ž . Ž .bining both gives f m, r s f ym, yr .
Ž .c This follows from Remark 8.6.
PROPOSITION 8.14. Assume that there are no weak diagram antimor-
Ž . Ž .phisms of I, ? e. g., if it is irreducible . Two quasitriangular structures R Q0
X XŽ . Ž .and R Q, where R s Ý f m, r K m K and R s Ý f 9 m, r K m K are0 0 m r 0 m r
Ž .Ž .equi¤alent, i.e., there is a Hopf automorphism f such that f m f R Q s0
X X XR Q if and only if there exist isomorphisms g : Y “ Y , g : Y “ Y such0 1 1 1 2 2 2
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .that f m, r s f 9 g m , g r and f K s K , f K s K for1 2 m g Ž m . r g Ž r .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž X .all m, r. The same holds for equi¤alence of t Q t R and t Q t R . Two0 0
X y1Ž . ŽŽ . .quasitriangular structures of the types R Q and t Q t R are ne¤er0 0
equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Proposition 8.7 implies f m f Q s Q and f m f t Q s
Ž . Ž .Ž . Xt Q . Hence we need f m f R s R in both cases which is equivalent0 0
to the conditions in the assertion. The last statement holds because
Xy 0 q 0 y1 q 0 y 0Ž . ŽŽ . .R Q ; u u m u u , t Q t R g u u m u u and each automor-Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä0 0
" "phism maps u to u .Ä Ä
We give explicit examples.
THEOREM 8.15. Let Y s Y be subgroups of the group generated by I in1 2
Ä u @Y, which contain the images of i g Y for all i g I and satisfy Condition
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Ž . w x w x29 . Define a Z-bilinear map Z I = Z I “ Q by
² : ² :i ? j i , j9 j, i9
ie j [ s s .
1r2 i ? i 1r2 j ? j 1r2 j ? j 1r2 i ? iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 4Let g be the lowest common denominator of the numbers nen ‹ n , n g Y .Ä Ä 1
g Assume that there exists q g k such that q s q. Define Z [ m g Y ‹ ;r gÃ Ã 1
g mer 4 < < Ž .Y : q s 1; K central , let l s Y rZ , and assume that char k doesÃ1 m 1
Ž 4.not di¤ide l. Then u [ ur K y 1 ‹ m g Z has a quasitriangular structureÄ Ä m
Ž . yg meras abo¤e where f m, r s q rl.Ã
Ž .Proof. f is well-defined on Y = Y , because 29 holds. Since Z only1 1
contains elements m such that q g mer s 1 for all r g Y , and e is symmet-Ã 1
ric, f is well-defined on Y rZ = Y rZ. Since f is symmetric in its1 1
Ž . Ž .arguments, it suffices to prove the first conditions of 26 , 27 . For all
i g I we have
qyg merqyg u j @erÃ Ã yg ² r , j9: y² r , j9:f m q j , r s s f m , r q s f m , r q .u Ž . Ž .Ž . Ã
l
Moreover
1
yg meŽ r qr .yg Ž mym .erÄ1 2 2f m , r f m , r s qŽ . Ž .Ä ÃÝ Ý1 2 2lr qr sr r qr sr1 2 1 2
1
yg Ž mym .erÄ 2s f m , r q .Ž . ÃÝl r2
 4 yg merFor all m g Y , the map Y “ k _ 0 , r ‹ q is a group character,Ã1 2
Ž . < < < <hence 27 follows from Y s Y under the condition that this character1 2
is non-trivial for m f Z. Let m g Y . If K is not central, then there exists1 m
² m , i9: Ž .i g I such that E K / K E s q E K or F K / K F , whencei m m i i m i m m i
q g me u i @ / 1. If K is central and q g mer s 1 for all r g Y , then m g ZÃ Ãm 1
Ž .and K s 1 in u. Condition 28 is automatically satisfied.Äm
Ž . Ž wEXAMPLE 8.16. a The ``standard'' quasitriangular structure e.g., 3,
Äx.Proposition 9.3.9 . If G ; Y contains all central group-like elements of
Ä Äu @ Ž .the form K , Y is generated by the images of i in YrG, and char kn 1
< < Ž 4.does not divide Y , then u s ur K y 1 ‹ m g G has quasitriangularÄ Ä1 m
structures as above where
1
yn ?nÄ Ä ÄR s q K m K .Ý0 n nÄ< <Y1 n , ngYÄ 1
i ? iŽ .b Assume that is coprime to the order of q for all i g I and that G2
w xcontains all central group-like elements of the form K , n g Z I . Let Yn 1
Äw x Ž . < <be the image of Z I in YrG. Assume that char k does not divide Y .1
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Then u has quasitriangular structures as above whereÄ
1
yg n enÄR s q K m K ,ÃÝ0 n nÄ< <Y1 n , ngYÄ 1
where g, e are as in Theorem 8.15 and q is a power of q.Ã
Ž . u @ u @ ²u @ :Proof. a For all i, j g I we have i e j s i , j9 s i ? j g Z, hence
2 l j² u i @ , j9: Ž 2 l j.² j, i9:  4g s 1. Moreover, q s q s 1. We have Z s 0 because uÄj
Ädoes not contain nontrivial central group-like elements of the form Kn
u @where n g Y .1
i ? iŽ .b Since is coprime to the order of q, q has the same order as q andi2
2 l i Ž .q can be chosen as a power of q. Therefore q s 1, and 29 is satisfied. uÃ Ä
does not contain nontrivial central group-like elements of the form K ,n
w x  4n g Z I , whence Z s 0 .
Here we give a more explicit description of the quasitriangular struc-
w xtures from the classification in 4 . We recall the situation of the paper in
w x'our setting. The element `` q '' in 4 is called q here. Its order is N as in
w x Ž .  44 . We have the Cartan datum I, ? given by I s i , . . . , i , and1 ny1
4 if a s b¡~i ? i s < <y2 if a y b s 1,a b ¢
0 otherwise.
w x N 8Moreover we have Y s Z I , K s 1, and q / 1. We will call a quasitri-i
w xangular structure minimal in the sense of 11 , that is, if there is no proper
Hopf subalgebra A such that the quasitriangular structure is an element
Äof A m A. In particular, we have Y s YrG for minimal quasitriangular1
structures. Denote the highest common divisor of two positive integers a,
Ž . w xb by hcd a, b . The classification is given in 4, Theorem 4.1 :
Ä u @THEOREM 8.17. Let Y s 2Y be the subgroup generated by i for i g I.0
Let v s i q i q ??? qi if n is e¤en; let Y be generated by Y and v1 3 ny1 v 0
Ž . < < < <and assume that char k does not di¤ide Y and Y .v 0
Ž . Ž .a If n ) 2 and hcd n, N s 1, then u admits two non-isomorphicÄ
Žquasitriangular structures for Y s Y s Y being minimal if and only if N is1 2 0
.odd .
NŽ . Ž .b If hcd n, N s 2 and is odd then u admits two non-isomorphicÄ2
not minimal quasitriangular structures for Y s Y s Y and two non-isomor-1 2 0
Žphic quasitriangular structures for Y s Y s Y being minimal if and only if1 2 v
.n s 2 .
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NŽ . Ž .c If hcd n, N s 2 and is e¤en then u admits four non-isomor-Ä2
Žphic quasitriangular structures for Y s Y s Y being minimal if and only if1 2 v
.n s 2 .
Proof. We only show the existence. For each quasitriangular structure
Ž y1 .R, we consider the non-isomorphic quasitriangular structure t R , too
Ž .cf. Propositions 8.13 and 8.14 .
Ž . w Ž .x Na By 10, 4.3 c and K s 1 for all i, u does not contain centralÄi
Ž .group-like elements except 1 . If N is odd then it follows from K si
ÄŽNq1.r2K that these quasitriangular structures are minimal.i
Ž . Ž .b and c We show first that the quasitriangular structures for Yv
are well-defined. We have
n 2 if s is odd,
vev s g N, ve i su s ½y2 if s is even2
and q2 l i u i @ev s 1 since q s q2. Hence the lowest common denominator gi
Ž . ym eris equal to 1 and f m, r s q for m, r g Y . Now we show that1
 4Z s 0 , i.e., no central group-likes have to be divided out. Since we have
2v g Y and Z is a group, it suffices to consider elements of the types0
NÄu @ u @v q n , where n g Y such that K s 1 and n where n g Y . If is0 2n 0 2
Ä u @odd then K has odd order, hence v q n s v, butn
q ve u i1 v s q2 / 1.
N nIf is even then must be odd and2 2
nr2Žvqun @.ev Nr2q s y1 / 1Ž .
u @because n ev is even. Now we examine elements of the second type, in
Ä wparticular K is central. We consider the system of linear equations in 10,n
Ž .x r4.3 b for central group-like elements and write N s 2 t where r g N0
and t is odd. By the Chinese remainder theorem it is enough to solve the
system modulo 2 r and modulo t. But n is coprime to t, whence all entries
in the solutions must be multiples of t and the order of a central
group-like element is a power of 2. If there are no such elements except 1,
N Äwe are done, e.g., if is odd, then all elements K have odd order.n2
nOtherwise, is odd and we replace the element by a power of it, which has2
w xorder 2. It is shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in 4 that it must be equal
nNr2 v Nr2ev n r2Ž .to K . But q s y1 / 1 since is odd.v 2
NHence we have found all quasitriangular structures if is odd and it is2
clear that they are minimal if and only if n s 2. It remains to show that
N w xthe quasitriangular structures are not equivalent if is even. By 10, 5.82
for each automorphism f of u there exists a diagram automorphism s ofÄ
Ž Ž . . Ž 2 . 2I either s s id or s i s i for all t such that f K s K for allt nyt i s Ž i.
Ž . y1i g I. Moreover f K K is central group-like with square 1, whencei s Ž i.
Ž .  Nr24 Ž .  Nr2q14f K g K , K K and f K g K , K . In both cases, fi s Ž i. s Ž i. v v v v
N ŽNr2q1.veŽNr2q1.v vevremains unchanged because is even and q s q .2
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8.3. Ribbon Elements
We prove that all quasitriangular structures which have been considered
in the previous subsection admit ribbon elements. We recall the definition
of ribbon elements.
DEFINITION 8.18. Let H be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra with quasi-
triangular structure R s ÝRŽ1. m RŽ2.. Define the element u [
Ž Ž2.. Ž1.ÝS R R . The algebra H is called a ribbon Hopf algebra if there exists
Ž .an invertible central element v g H which will be called a ribbon element
such that
y12v suS u , S v sv, « v s1, D v s t R R v m v .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
We recall some properties of R and the element u of Definition 8.18.
LEMMA 8.19. Let R s ÝRŽ1. m RŽ2., u be as in Definition 8.18. Then
Ry1 s Sy1 m id R s id m S RŽ . Ž .
R s S m S R 30Ž . Ž .
S2 x s uxuy1 for all x g H 31Ž . Ž .
D u s u m u t R R s t R R u m u , « u s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
D S u s S u m S u t R R s t R R S u m S uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
uy1 s Sy1 RŽ1. S RŽ2. .Ž . Ž .Ý
w xProof. See 5, Propositions VIII.4.1 and VIII.4.5 .
Ï y1Ž .LEMMA 8.20. Let R be a quasitriangular structure and R s t R .
ÏCompute the elements u and u from R and R as in Definition 8.18. ThenÏ
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž . y1a u s S u , S u s u .Ï Ï
y1 ÏŽ .b If v is a ribbon element for R, then v is a ribbon element for R
and ¤ice ¤ersa.
Ž . Ž . y1 2Ž . 2Ž .Proof. a It suffices to prove S u s u , because S u s u, S u sÏ Ï
Ž .u, cf. 31 . We haveÏ
uy1 s Sy2 S RŽ2. RŽ1. s Sy1 S RŽ1. RŽ2. s Sy1 u s S u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ï Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
Ž . Ž .b The conditions in Definition 8.18 can be checked using uS u sÏ Ï
y1 y1 y1 y1Ï ÏŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Ž .S u u s uS u and t R R s t R R.
We recall some facts about root systems using slightly modified notions
w xof 6 .
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Ž .DEFINITION]LEMMA 8.21. For all j g I define the maps s : Y “ Y byj Y
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž . Ž . Ž .s m s m y m, j9 j for m g Y and s : X “ X by s l s l yj Y j X j X
² :j, l j9 for l g X. These maps induce actions of the Weyl group W on X and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .on Y: w, l ‹ w l , w, m ‹ w m . For all l g X, m g Y we ha¤eX Y
² Ž . : ² y1Ž .: w x Ž .w m , l s m, w l 6, Paragraph 2.2.6 . Since I, ? is of finite type,Y X
w x w xZ I can be canonically imbedded into X and Y. Let W act on Z I ¤ia
ÄŽ . Ž . w xw i 9 s w i9 . Following 6, Paragraph 2.3.1 , we define the sets R and RX X
of roots and coroots, respecti¤ely, as sets of all l g X and m g Y where
ÄŽ . Ž .l s w i9 , m s w i for some i g I, w g W. Now R and R are finiteX Y
Äq Ä qw xsubsets of Ý Z i9 ; X and Ý Z i ; Y. Let R s R l N I and R s R li i 0
w x w xN I be the sets of positi¤e roots and coroots, respecti¤ely. Let g g N I ; X0 0
be the sum of all positi¤e roots. Then
Ž .a g ? i s i ? i for all i g I.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b For each root w i and the corresponding coroot w i we ha¤eX Y
Žu @. u Ž .@w i s w i .Y X
Ž .Proof. a This is a property of all root systems.
Ž . w xb Direct calculation shows that for all n , r g Z I and l g I we
Ž . Ž . Ž .y1Ž .have s n ? r s n ? s r . Hence for each j g I we concludel X l X
i ? i
y1 y1² : ² :w i , j9 s i , w j 9 s i ? w ju Ž . Ž .Ž .Y X X2
² :s w i ? j s w i , j9 .Ž . u Ž . @X X
Žu @. u Ž .@ w xSince w i and w i are in Z I and the Cartan matrix is invertible,Y X
they must be equal.
w xLEMMA 8.22. Let g g Z I be as in Definition]Lemma 8.21. Then for all
x g uÄ
2 Äy1 ÄS x s K xK .Ž . g g
Proof. It suffices to check it on the algebra generators, where it is an
easy calculation.
THEOREM 8.23. All quasitriangular structures considered in the pre¤ious
subsection admit ribbon elements.
Proof. By Lemma 8.20 it suffices to consider quasitriangular structures
Ž1. Ž2.Ž .R s R Q, where R s Ý f m, r K m K . We write Q s ÝQ m Q .0 0 m r
Ž .We use 30 and obtain
Ž2. y1 Ž1. Ž2. y1 Ž1.u s f m , r K Q S K Q s f m , r K Q S Q K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýž /r m r ym
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Ž2. q Ž1.If a summand in Q is in u , then the corresponding summand in QÄn
y1 Ž1. y 0Ž .and of S Q belongs to u u . Hence every group-like element com-Ä Än
Ž2. y1 Ž1.Ž .mutes with q [ ÝQ S Q , and
y1
u s f m , r K q s f m , r K qŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýmyr mqr
Ž .by Proposition 8.13 b ; this proposition also implies
S f m , r K s f m , r K s f m , r K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýmqr ymyr mqr
Hence
y1 y1
S u s S f m , r K S q s f m , r K S q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝŽ .mqr mqr
y1 Ž .u S u is group-like by Lemma 8.19. Hence there exists m g Y such that
Ž . w xS u s K u. We compute K . There exists n g N I with maximal tracem m 0
y1 Ž1.Ä Ä 4 Ž .tr n such that f / 0 , because f is finite-dimensional. Now S Q sn n
Ž1. Ž1. y Ž2. Ž1.Ï Ä Ï Ä ÏQ K , where Q g u , whence we have the summand K Q Q of q .Än n n n n n n
Ž1. Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.Ï ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .On the other hand, S q s ÝQ S Q and S Q s Q K , wheren n yn
Ž2. q Ž1. Ž2.Ï Ä Ï Ž .Q g u , whence we have the summand K Q Q of S q . When weÄn n yn n n
Žuse the commutation formulae for elements of the q and y parts of u cf.Ä
w Ž .x w x.7, 6.5 a2 or 6, Corollary 3.1.9 , contributions of homogeneous compo-
nents of lower trace of degree do not affect the contributions of degree n .
Ä2Hence K s K . We choose g as in Definition]Lemma 8.21. If we canm yn
Äshow that K is the square of a central group-like element K, theny2 ny2g
Äv [ KK u is a ribbon element}it is central because for all x g u,Äg
2 y1 Äy1 ÄS x s uxu s K xKŽ . g g
by Lemmas 8.22 and 8.19, and
y1 Äy1 y1 Äy1 Ä2S v s K K S u s K K K u s v;Ž . Ž .g g yn
the other conditions follow from Lemma 8.19. It remains to find K. It
Çsuffices to consider an irreducible Cartan datum, for if I s I j I where1 2
Ä Äi ? i s 0 for all i g I , i g I , and if f , f are the corresponding alge-1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
Žbras and K and K central group-like elements which are central in u,Ä1 2
Ä Ä.too with the desired properties for f and f , then it follows from1 2
Ä Ä Ä Ž w x.f ( f m f cf. proof of 10, 2.14 that K s K K is a central group-like1 2 1 2
Äelement which satisfies the desired properties for f.
Ž .a Assume that q fits to f. We have a Poincare]Birkhoff]Wittk
Ä Ž w x.type basis of f cf. 10, Subsections 1.4 and 2.9 consisting of elements b ,c
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where c - l for all l, where l is the order of q2. The degree ofi i i il l l l
T X T X ??? T X EŽcl .Ž .i , e i , e i , e i1 2 ly1 l
Ž . Ž . Ž .for c s 1 is a [ s ??? s i , where a runs through all positivel l i X i X l l1 ly1Äq Žroots in R . Now c - l \ l this is independent of the actual choice ofl i al l
.reduced expression of the positive coroot a . Hence the maximal degreel
is
n s a l y 1 .Ž .Ý a
qÄagR
ÄqTherefore 2g q 2n s Ý 2 l a , and K s 1 because for eachÄa g R a y2ny2g
Ä2 la i? i l iŽ .positive root a s w i we have K s K by Definition]LemmaX a w Ž i.Y
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .8.21 b and because for w i s s ??? s i we haveY i Y i Y l1 ly1
K i? i l i s T X ??? T X K i? i l i s 1.Ž .w Ž i. i , e i , e iY 1 ly1
Therefore K s 1 is an appropriate choice.
Ž . w xb If q does not fit to f, then 10, 2.13 applies. Here n s 2 i q 2 jk
Äand K is central becauseynyg
qyŽnqg .? i s qy2 i? i s 1, qyŽnqg .? j s qy2 j? j s 1.
ÄTherefore K can be chosen as K .ynyg
w xCOROLLARY 8.24. The Frobenius]Lusztig kernel for sl considered in 4n
and Theorem 8.17 and the quotients considered in Example 8.16 are ribbon
Hopf algebras for all quasitriangular structures of the type described in Theo-
rem 8.11 and Proposition 8.13.
8.4. Quasitriangular Structures for Uk
We show that U becomes a topological quasitriangular Hopf algebrak
Ž w x.cf. 3, remarks after 9.3.9 . We complete the tensor products U m U andA A
w xU m U in an analogous way as described in 6, 4.1.1 and denote them byk k
Ã Ã ÄŽ . Ž . w xU m U and U m U , respectively. In 10, 2.9 elements b , b g f forA A k k c c
n Ž .c g N where n depends on the Cartan datum have been considered0
Ä nŽ . w xwhere b , b s d for all c, c g N . Therefore for n g N I the sumsÄc c c, c 0 0Ä Ä
tr n y qÄQ s y1 ¤ b m bŽ . Ýn n c c
c: b gfc n
Ž n i tr un @ w x.recall that ¤ s Ł ¤ s ¤ for n s Ý n i g Z I are summands of an i i i i
ÃŽ . w xQuasi-R-matrix Q s Ý Q of the completion U m U as in 6, 4.1.2 . Inn n A A
w xparticular, the properties shown in 6, 4.1.2]3 and analogues of Proposi-
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tion 8.5 are valid. After tensoring with k over A, we get a Quasi-R-
Matrix of U which will be denoted by Q again and satisfies analogousk
properties. The following theorem can be proved in a similar way as
Ž Ž t . Ž t .Theorem 8.11 note that U is generated as algebra by E , F , K fork i i m
.i g I, t g N , m g Y .0
THEOREM 8.25. Let Y , Y be as in Theorem 8.11. Let R s1 2 0
Ž .Ý f m, r K m K where f : Y m Y “ k is any map. The product R Q ism, r m r 1 2 0
a quasitriangular structure of U if and only if f satisfies the conditionsk
Ž . Ž .26 ] 28 .
ÃNote added in proof. If the Carban datum is not of finite type than f and u are alwaysÃ
infinite dimensional.
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